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 DAY/TIME 

 
 

 SHOW NAME 

 
 

 DESCRIPTION 

 
 ISSUES 

DISCUSSED 

2/1/04 

 

Sunday 

8:30a-9a 

 

Face The Nation 1) Interview with Sen. John 

Edwards about: his campaign for the 

Democratic presidential 

nomination/his popularity with 

Southern voters; his stance on trade 

issues; Howard Dean‟s charge that 

John Kerry is a Republican; Edwards‟ 

goal of equal opportunity for all 

Americans; charge that as a former 

trial lawyer Edwards is taking money 

from trial lawyers lobbying through 

their association; Edwards‟ failure 

to disclose the names of people 

collecting multiple donations for 

him; why he considers himself to be a 

stronger candidate than John Kerry; 

Edwards as a possible Vice 

Presidential candidate; the failure 

to find WMD (weapons of mass 

destruction) in Iraq; what he would 

do, as President, to bring the 

deficit back in line  

2) Flashbacks: Campaign 2000: 

interviews with Sen. John McCain (R-

AZ) and then-Gov. George W. Bush (R-

TX) 

Guest: Sen. John Edwards (D-NC), 

Democratic Presidential Candidate 

Presidential 

Election 

 

 

2/8/04 

 

 

Sunday 

8:30a-9a 

 

 

Face The Nation 

 

 

1) Interview with Howard Dean 

about: President Bush‟s statements 

about the war on Iraq/the threat 

posed by North Korea; the need for a 

more independent inquiry into  

intelligence that led to the war; 

Dean‟s belief that the capture of 

Saddam Hussein did not make the U.S. 

any safer; the lack of progress in 

his campaign; the impact of Al Gore‟s 

endorsement of Dean; the negative 

effect of Dean‟s speech in Iowa 

2) Flashbacks: excerpt of an 

interview with John F. Kennedy 

(02/22/59) who was contemplating a 

run for the presidency. Kennedy 

sought to reassure voters that he was 

a strong believer in the separation 

of church and state 

Guest: Dr. Howard Dean (D-VT), 

Democratic Presidential Candidate (1) 

Guest Interviewer: Karen Tumulty, 

Time magazine  

 

Presidential 

Election 



2/15/04 

 

Sunday 

8:30a-9a 

Face The Nation 

 

1) Interview with Dr. James Dobson 

about: his opposition to same sex 

marriages/his support for a proposed 

Constitutional amendment banning such 

unions; Democratic vs. Republican 

stands on the issue; Dobson‟s 

position on cloning; the question of 

President Bush‟s credibility 

2) Roundtable discussion about: 

the issue of President Bush‟s 

National Guard duty; the economy and 

national security -- the key issues 

in the upcoming presidential election  

3) Flashbacks: the release, 14 

years ago, of Nelson Mandela after 27 

years in a South African prison. 

Includes portions of interviews by 

Lesley Stahl (02/11/90) of Koos van 

der Merwe, South African Conservative 

Party; and Terbogo Mafole, African 

National Congress  

Guests: Dr. James Dobson, Focus On 

The Family (1); Walter Robinson, The 

Boston Globe (2) 

Guest Interviewer: Karen Tumulty, 

Time magazine (1,2) 

Controversy 

over same 

sex 

marriages 

 

 

 

Presidential 

Election 

 

2/22/04 

 

Sunday 

8:30a-9a 

 

Face The Nation 

 

1) Democratic vs. Republican 

presidential campaign strategists: 

the impact of Ralph Nader‟s entry 

into the presidential race; the 

Vietnam War as a campaign issue; 

Terry McAuliffe‟s charge that 

President Bush was AWOL when he was 

supposed to be on duty with the 

National Guard; the state of the U.S. 

economy; comments made by Republican 

Ann Coulter about Max Cleland who is 

running for re-election in Georgia; 

John Kerry‟s record in the U.S. 

Senate; Bush-Cheney campaign ads; the 

issue of gay marriage 

2) Flashbacks: the U.S. 

confrontation with Saddam Hussein‟s 

army thirteen years ago. Includes an 

excerpt from Lesley Stall‟s interview 

with Secretary of Defense Richard 

Cheney (02/24/91) 

Guests: Terry McAuliffe, Chairman, 

Democratic National Committee (1); Ed 

Gillespie, Chairman, Republican 

National Committee (1) 

Guest Interviewer: Dan Balz, The 

Washington Post  

Presidential 

Election 

 

2/29/04 

 

Sunday 

8:30a-9a 

 

Face The Nation 

 

1) Update: Report on the situation 

in Haiti following the resignation 

and departure of President Jean-

Bertrand Aristede. (C: Mark 

Strassmann) 

2) Debate about President Bush‟s 

support for a Constitutional 

amendment banning same-sex marriage: 

Foreign 

Affairs 

 

 

Controversy 

of same sex 



anticipated timing for a Senate vote; 

contention that debate about the 

issue should be taking place in the 

states rather than in Congress; 

charge that President Bush is trying 

to divert attention away from other 

problems in the U.S.; claim that the 

rights of individual couples can be 

protected through contractual 

relationships 

3) Flashbacks: comments (04/04/84) 

of Democratic presidential candidate 

Gary Hart following the 1984 Super 

Tuesday primaries. 

Guests: Sen. Rick Santorum (R-PA) 

(2); Rep. Tammy Baldwin (D-WI) (2)  

Guest Correspondent: Mark Strassmann 

(1) 

marriages 

 

2/8/04 

 

Sunday 

6p-7p 

 

60 Minutes 

 

“Faith, Hope & Politics”- Evangelical 

Christians, now numbering an 

estimated 70 million, are a major 

factor in American politics and 

culture. They count several American 

leaders among their ranks, including 

President Bush. Evangelicals 

anticipate an event called the 

rapture when every true-believing 

Christian and every child under the 

age of 12 will vanish and go to a 

better place. All others will face 

tribulation. 

“The Sunni Triangle” - interviews 

with U.S. soldiers patrolling the 

area west of Baghdad, one of the most 

dangerous areas of Iraq. Also 

includes an interview with Jaseem 

Hamed, an Iraqi civilian who talks 

about the death of family members 

when American soldiers mistakenly 

fired on their truck as it delivered 

chickens to the Fallujah market. 

Religion 

and Politics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

War in Iraq 

2/15/04 

 

Sunday 

6p-7p 

 

60 Minutes 

 

“Nuclear Insecurity”- a report on 

charges that security at the nine 

nuclear weapons factories and 

research laboratories operated by the 

Department of Energy is inadequate. 

Includes interviews with: Richard 

Levernier, a Department of Energy 

nuclear security specialist; Linton 

Brooks, head of the National Nuclear 

Securities Administration; Matthew 

Zipoli, Vice President of the Guards 

Union; Sen. Charles Grassley (R-

Iowa); and Chris Steele, the 

Department of Energy‟s senior safety 

official at Los Alamos. 

National 

Security/ 

Defense 

 

2/22/04 

 

Sunday 

6p-7p 

 

60 Minutes 

 

“The Patriot” - although the U.S. 

Government has spent more than $6 

billion on the Patriot Missile 

System, the weapon has not only had 

National 

Defense 

 



problems in intercepting enemy 

missiles but, on occasion, has 

mistakenly shot down friendly 

aircraft. Includes interviews with: 

Air Vice Marshall (Great Britain); 

Robert Riggs, a reporter from Dallas 

station KVTV; Joseph Cirincione, 

appointed by Congress to lead an 

investigation of the Patriot‟s 

performance in the first Gulf War; 

Philip Coyle, Assistant Secretary of 

Defense; and Lt. Nathan White, a U.S. 

Navy pilot. 

“Boosting”- a report on organized 

South American gangs who are involved 

in „boosting‟ -- the theft of 

billions of dollars of merchandise 

from U.S. stores. Most of the thieves 

started out as pickpockets in 

countries like Colombia, Chile, 

Ecuador and Peru before being brought 

to the U.S. to join what the FBI 

calls `South American Theft Groups. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Crime 

 

2/29/04 

 

Sunday 

6p-7p 

 

60 Minutes 

 

“Lost In The Translation” - recently 

Miriam Bartelsman, a reporter from 

Dutch television, received rare 

permission to come to the capital 

city of Pyongyang to see how North 

Korea is using “The Diary Of Anne 

Frank” to teach students to fear and 

hate America. Includes portions of 

interviews with some of these 

students about what they are learning 

from the book, and an interview with 

Buddy Elias, Anne‟s cousin and only 

living relative 

 “A True Confession?”- report on two 

cases in which interrogators coerced 

innocent people into making false 

confessions: Abdallah Higazy, a 

student from Cairo accused of being 

involved in the 9/11 attack on the 

World Trade Center; and Jorge 

Hernandez, accused of  raping a 94-

year-old woman. Includes interviews 

with: Joe Buckley, president of John 

E. Reed & Associates, a company that 

teaches interrogation techniques to 

police officers and federal agents; 

Steven Drizin, a law professor at 

Northwestern University; and Randolph 

Daar, Hernandez‟ attorney.  

Perceptions 

of 

Americans 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Justice 

System 

2/4/04 

 

Wednesday 

7-8p 

 

60 Minutes II 

 

“Ambush At Goose Creek” - George 

McCrackin, principal of the public 

high school in Goose Creek, S.C., 

sought help from the police in 

dealing with drug use. Together they 

orchestrated a raid during which 

armed police officers with a drug-

detection dog burst into the school. 

Thirty-eight families of students in 

Drugs and 

Crime in 

Schools 

 

 

 



the school have filed a lawsuit 

against the school district and the 

Goose Creek Police Department 

alleging assault and battery, 

excessive force and unreasonable 

search and seizure.  

“The Man Who Knew” - an interview 

with Greg Thielmann, Secretary of 

State Colin Powell‟s chief of 

intelligence, about his claim that 

Powell misrepresented key evidence 

concerning Iraqi possession of 

weapons of mass destruction in his 

speech to the UN making a case for 

the invasion of Iraq. Also includes 

interviews with Houston Wood, an 

authority on uranium enrichment by 

centrifuge; Steve Allinson, UN 

inspector in Iraq; and David 

Albright, a physicist. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Was the 

invasion of 

Iraq 

justified 

 

2/11/04 

 

Wednesday 

7p-8p 

 

60 Minutes II 

 

“The Mind Of A Serial Killer” - 

videotaped confessions of Gary 

Ridgway, the Green River killer, who 

for 20 years terrorized the 

Northwest. Two months ago Ridgway 

pled guilty to killing 48 women --  

part of a controversial deal: 

Ridgway‟s life in exchange for 

details about the murders. Includes 

interviews with some of the 

detectives who worked on the case. 

  

“The Frontline” - a report on a group 

of infantrymen from the 10th Mountain 

Division‟s Alpha Company stationed on 

the frontline in Afghanistan. They 

are engaged in tracking down al-Qaeda 

and resurgent Taliban forces, elusive 

foes posing a continuing threat to 

allied forces. 

Crime/ 

Justice 

System 

 

 

 

 

 

 

War in Iraq 

 

 

2/18/04 

 

Wednesday 

7p-8p 

 

60 Minutes II 

 

“Mutual Fraud” - a report on mutual 

funds allowing illegal practices such 

as: „late trading‟ -- setting orders 

after the close of the stock exchange 

-- and „market timing‟ -- quickly 

buying and selling mutual fund 

shares. Includes interviews with 

Eliot Spitzer, New York State 

Attorney General; Noreen Harrington, 

a Wall Street veteran and whistle-

blower; and James Nesfield, an 

investment banker who admits to 

„market timing.‟ “Hussein Home 

Movies”- a report on home movies of 

Saddam Hussein‟s sons, Uday and 

Qusay, showing the family‟s violence 

and repression. Includes an interview 

with Abbas Al-Janabi, a one-time 

Hussein family insider, who talked 

about why he feared Saddam‟s sons 

more than their father. In order to 

Trading 

fraud 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Saddam 

Hussein 

 

 

 



save his life, Janabi left Iraq and 

defected to Great Britain.  

“Full House” - Ann Belles and Jim 

Silcock, an Orange County, CA couple 

have adopted more than two dozen boys 

with disabilities since their 

marriage in 1998. The Silcocks run a 

home-based business which provides 

staff and support to help disabled 

adults live independently. 

 

 

 

Social 

2/25/04 

 

Wednesday 

7-8p 

 

60 Minutes II “Mind And Muscle” - a report on a 

program called „conductive education‟ 

developed at the PETO Institute in 

Budapest, Hungary which has had 

remarkable success in mobilizing 

children with cerebral palsy. The 

children work with teachers -- called 

conductors -- using repetitive 

routines that will teach them to 

move. Includes an interview with Dr. 

Caroline Green, who treats children 

with CP in Cleveland.  

Health/ 

Helping 

mobilize 

children 

with 

cerebral 

palsy 

 

2/11/04 

 

Wednesday 

9p-10p 

 

48 Hours 

Investigates 

 

“Murder In The Hamptons”- Wall Street 

tycoon Ted Ammon, who was embroiled 

in a bitter divorce battle with his 

wife Generosa, was murdered in his 

East Hampton, Long Island estate in 

October 2001. Includes an interview 

with Danny Pelosi -- the blue-collar 

worker who had an affair with 

Generosa Ammon, married her three 

months after her husband‟s death, and 

is considered the principal suspect 

in Ammon‟s murder. Within the year, 

Generosa was diagnosed with terminal 

breast cancer and died in August 

2003. At the time of her death, her 

marriage to Pelosi was on the rocks 

and she had cut him out her will and 

left him only $2 million. Pelosi, who 

is still considered a suspect, is 

contesting the will. Ted‟s sister is 

seeking  custody of the twins adopted 

during the Ammon‟s marriage.  

Crime 

 

2/29/04 

 

Sunday 

9a-10a 

 

Countdown To 

Super Tuesday: 

The Democratic 

Debate  

A live debate among the top four 

Democratic presidential contenders, 

jointly sponsored by CBS News, WCBS-

TV and The New York Times. Sen. John 

Edwards (D-SC), Sen. John Kerry (D-

MA), Rep. Dennis Kucinich (D-OH) and 

the Rev. Al Sharpton participated. 

Interviewers: Dan Rather (CBS News 

moderator); Andrew Kirtzman (WCBS-

TV); Elisabeth Bumiller (The New York 

Times) 

Presidential 

debate 

 

 


